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QUALITY

SATISFACTION

WHO
WE ARE

COMMITMENT

Girisim Construction Energy & Trade Nigeria Limited is a well diversifed company involved in trading,
manufacturing and distribution of wide range of electrical, industrial and welding consumables.
Owning to our customer demand satisfaction and just in time delivery philosophy, we have expanded in terms
of staff and logistics capacities to ensure our clients and customers are adequately satisfied.
We are dedicated to providing consistent delivery of world-class performance in welding and cutting
consumables and equipment. In terms of that philosophy, our online e-commerce website
(shop.girisim.com.ng) was launched in 2016.
We promise to continue providing the best products at optimized standards in terms of price, quality and
ontime delivery to our valuable customers. Our company has remained committed to the sales and distribution
of high quality welding consumables at competitive prices and to provide superior service to all our customers.
We have direct partnership with industry manufacturers including Askaynak, a leading producer of welding
electrodes and wires in Turkey that has proved its success through its strong market standing over the years.
Askaynak markets its products under its own brand names, "ASKAYNAK" and "KOBATEK", as well as under
the "LINCOLN ELECTRIC" brand and distributes them through a 600 strong nationwide dealer network in
the Turkish market alone.
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CHOOSE HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR WELDED STRUCTURES

All Askaynak and Weldo and EuroCut brands of products are manufactured to European standards and

specifications using top quality, pre-tested and quality approved raw materials. We ensure that all raw materials
used for production adhere to international quality standard ensuring that their chemical compositions of the
final products meet our requirements. Representative samples from each batch are retested for mechanical
properties, chemical compositions, weldability, deposit soundness and hardness. We guard our reputation
carefully by making sure every product is of the very highest quality.
We offer complete solutions by providing a broad range of high performance, superior quality and cost-effective
coated electrodes and welding inverters for different welding requirements and metal types. Askaynak and
Weldo coated electrodes are specially designed to meet your industry's specific needs, be it welded joints on
steel constructions or surface hard facing applications. Our coated electrodes also offer superior weldability
and self-releasing slag to make the welder's job much easier in all positions. Our brand of coated electrode
range includes: The basic-type coated electrodes for mild steels, electrodes for high strength, low alloy steels
electrodes for heat and corrosion-resistant stainless steel, electrodes for cast iron, electrodes for non-ferrous
metals, electrodes for cutting and gouging, electrodes for hard facing applications.
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Our Values
Our values relect who we are and what we
stand for as a company

Customer Commitment
We develop relationships that make a
positive difference in our customers’ lives
and businesses.

Quallity
We provide outstanding products and
unsurpassed service that, together, deliver
premium value to our customers

Integrity
We uphold the highest standards of
integrity in all of our actions

Teamwork
We work together, across boundaries, to
meet the needs of our customers and to help
the company win

Respect for People
We value our people, encourage their
development and reward their performance

A will to win
We exhibit strong will to win in the
marketplace and every aspect of our
business

Personal Accountability
We are personally accountable for delivering
on our commitments

We guard our reputation carefully by making sure every product is of the very
highest quality.
We derive our strength from our long standing focus on quality, which has earned
us recognition in the market.
We exhibit strong will to win in the market place and every aspect of our business
Delivering excellent product at the best prices is our commitment...
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OUR STORES
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WELDING
ELECTRODES
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ASKAYNAK-branded products offer
the most completeand advanced
product range available

WELDING ELECTRODE
The smooth metal transfer and arc stability of Askaynak's covered electrodes provide optimum
resistance to hot-cracking, high tensile strength, excellent ductility and toughness for the welding of
cast iron, steel, stainless steel and non-ferrous metals.

excellent feedability, smooth and stable arc
performance
Askaynak produces high-quality wire solutions for welding applications. Today, our Askaynak brand
of copper-coated GMA and SA welding wires are the first choice of welders and welding decisionmakers everywhere because of their exceptional consistency, feedability and arc performance.
Askaynak uses sound metallurgical principles to ensure that its welding wire offers excellent weld
puddle control, first-rate wetting action, straight bead edges and a superior arc performance. The
exceptional feeding characteristics of GMA and SA welding wires reduce down-time and provide
high operator appeal.
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WELDO electrodes comes in high performance,
superior quality and cost-effective coated
electrodes for different welding requirements
and metal types.

WELDING ELECTRODE
Weldo range of coated electrodes for repair and protective maintenance provides solutions to even
the most difficult of welding problems while at the same time guaranteeing maximum safety margins
and consistently excellent product quality.

choose high quality products for your welded
structures
Since its introduction into the welding market, Weldo brand of Electrodes has been widely used in
facilities performing welded manufacturing. In the course of time, Weldo product range has
extended and today has become a brand in demand.
Weldo electrodes create an ideal balance between quality and cost issues and also enable
manufacturers to work without sacrificing welding performance while decreasing manufacturing
costs within manufacturing process.
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ASKAYNAK WELDING INVERTER
After the introduction into the market in 2005 under the ExpressWeld brand name with 160 A inverter
type MMA welding machine, Expressweld welding machine rebranded to Askaynak to meet better
market requirement in terms of quality and durability. Askaynak welding machines have been developed
majorly and today its product range includes nine different models. Air and water cooled GMA welding
machines with current value between 250-500 A and inverter type MMA welding machines providing
welding current between 160-405 A have been developed by technical specialists of Askaynak and strict
supervisions are being performed in overseas manufacturing process. In accordance with high demands
from the welding sector today especially, Askaynak welding machine has risen to become the most
preferred brand of welding machine among welders. Our product range includes: Invertor type MMA
welding machines, Welding rectifiers, GMA welding machines and Inverter type plasma cutting
machines.
Askaynak brand of Welding Inverter enables high quality weld beads especially in spot welding. They
also enable welding for low carbon structural steels and stainless steels used in constructions without
spatter problem under carbondioxide gas protection.

Askaynak

Askaynak

Inverter 255-Ultra

Inverter 201-TIG PFC

The most reliable & most
portable welding machine
offering best welding
performance in its class.
With 5.0 mm diameter
electrodes and 250A
welding current offered at
30% duty cycle.

220V-1Ph input voltage and
maximum output current of
200 A provide a continuous
welding operation with
electrodes in diameters of 2.5
and 4.0 mm.

Askaynak

Askaynak

Inverter 405-Ultra

Plasma 65-Ultra

Inverter 405-Ultra is
environmentally and nature
friendly with it's low
electricity bill and
infrastructure costs.

Thanks to next-generation
electronic circuit design, it is
far smaller compared to the
old technology plasma
cutting machines and it only
weighs 13 kg.

Askaynak

Inverter 201-Ultra PFC
PFC Technology.

220V-1Ph input voltage and
maximum output current of
200 A provide a continuous
welding operation with
rutile and basic type
electrodes in diameters of
2.5, 3.2 and 4.0 mm.
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Askaynak and EuroCut brands of
cutting and grinding disc balances
quality with price.

GRINDING AND CUTTING DISCS
*Resin Bonded Abrasives *Coated Abrasives *Vitrified Bonded Abrasives
Our brands of Abrasives has ISO 9001 Quality Management System Certificate.
Flex cut-off / grinding wheels, mounted points and flap wheels under the brand “Askaynak” are
manufactured in accordance with OSA (Organization for the Safety of Abrasives) and FEPA
(Federation of European Producers of Abrasives) norms. FEPA regulates the safety in the use of abrasive
products and the products which have OSA label, are approved of safety according to EN 12413 and EN
13743 standards.
Our abrasive products under the brand “Askaynak” and “EuroCut” are in compliance with following
standards. The testing procedures are based on these standards:
- Safety requirements for flex cut-off / grinding wheels and mounted points: EN 12413
-Safety requirements for flap wheels: EN 13743
-Safety requirements for vitrified bonded abrasives and SC cup wheels: TS 291-1 (Turkish Standard)
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ASKAYNAK & EUROCUT ABRASIVES
Askaynak and EuroCut Brand of abrasive gives you great value for money.
The grinding tool consists of the abrasive grains, the binding components and pores. The abrasive grains
function as cutting blades, while the bond holds the cutting particles together and forms together with
them a compact unit.
OUR ABRASIVE TYPES
NK -Regular aluminium oxide:
It is suitable for processing low-alloyed, unhardened steels with tensile strength between 300-500
N/mm2.
EKW - Semi-friable aluminium oxide:
It is suitable for processing tempered steel tools and HSS.
EKR - Pink aluminium oxide:
It is suitable for processing high-alloyed steels with tensile strength greater than 500 N/mm2.
SCG - Green silicon carbide:
Is an extremely hard material. It is suitable for processing carbide metals, grey iron and chilled iron,
plastics, rubber, non-ferrous metals, ceramics, glass, nitralloy steels and acid-resistant steels.
SC - Black silicon carbide:
Is a little less brittle than silicon carbide and is used for grinding grey iron, non-ferrous metals, ceramics,
glass, nitralloy steels and acid-resistant steels.
GRAIN SIZE
Grain size is specified with grit number which is the designation of abrasive grain size, reflecting the
number of the smallest openings per linear inch in the screen through which the grain will pass.
According to the fineness of abrasive wheel, grains can be coarse (grains 8-24), medium (grains 30-60),
fine (grains 70-220) and very fine (grains 240-360). Abrasive wheels with coarse grains are chosen for
coarse grinding of materials, and wheels with fine grains are chosen for precision grinding.
HARDNESS GRADE
The hardness of the grinding tools is proportional to the bond strength with which a single grain is tied
in the bond-matrix. It depends on the following:
The quantity and type of bond
The structure
The type of the abrasive grain
Grinding tool making procedure
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MIG MAG WIRE & WELDING ACCESSORIES

*Mig-Mag Wires
*Welding Mask
*Welding Gloves
*Safety Equipment
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GIRISIM CONSTRUCTION ENERGY AND TRADE NIGERIA LIMITED
Doing business in Turkey, Russia and Nigeria
Plot C75 Festac Link Road, Amuwo Odofin Industrial Estate,
Amuwo Odofin Lagos Nigeria
www.girisim.com.ng
info@girisim.com.ng // girisimnigeria@gmail.com
+234-803-588-9871 01-2997-6691

GIRISIM DIS TICARET TURKEY LIMITED
İOSB Demirciler Sitesi B6 Blok No:133 İkitelli - Küçükçekmece / İSTANBUL
Ikitelli, Istanbul Turkey
www.girisimdisticaret.com
info@girisimdisticaret.com
+90 530 415 61 44 // +90 212 671 60 44
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